
Eden Garden
Mulia’s Eden Garden lends an enchanting ambiance and an elegant outdoor space set amidst a lush

al fresco landscape, perfect for cocktail reception or an elaborate banquet.

Unity Garden
A spectacular beachfront setting that can accommodate more than 1,000 guests,

perfect for your dream wedding or grand events.

Dining
An astounding selection and caliber of cuisines from the nine restaurants and bars are a pure delight. 

All prepared by high profile culinary teams with world wide experience.
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The Grand Ballroom
Start your journey with a grand ceremony and choose from the two stunning ballrooms.
Create your signature themes and bring the outdoors in with the wall to wall projection,

be it a classic Balinese sunset, an epic sunrise over the mountain or any scenery your heart desires.

Eternity Chapel
A floating glass chapel set underneath the infinite ring of hand-crafted crystal chandelier 

that symbolizes eternal love, surrounded by the azure ocean-tone of Mulia lake setting the perfect start 
to your wedding blessing ceremony.

Harmony Chapel
Imagine an intimate wedding with the infinite Indian Ocean set as the dramatic backdrop for

exchanging your vows, or let it be the scenery for your welcome or rehearsal dinner.



The Mulia – Nusa Dua, Bali

With stunning beach frontage along Nusa Dua's Bay, The Mulia evokes a relaxed yet polished sensibility. 

From expansive and elegant suites to distinct lounge and oceanfront pools. The Mulia's luxury accommodations 

truly exceed expectations for style, comfort and service. Experience a relaxing retreat with lavish amenities

at this amazing haven

Mulia Resort – Nusa Dua, Bali

Exclusivity and luxury interplay at Mulia Resort, which is located on the first designated purity reserve in the 

world. Featuring superbly designed rooms and suites along with ample recreation, Mulia Resort overflows with 

style and luxury, which we invite you to discover at your own pace.

Mulia Villas – Nusa Dua, Bali

As you wander through the private pathways and tranquil gardens, you will discover the exquisite villas and lush 

landscapes that encompass this unique gem among Bali resorts. Mulia Villas offer a truly transformative escape 

that combines intimate settings with luxurious amenities that transcend conventional 5 Star hotels in Bali.


